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Screening notes 

Very much more optimistic re. Ferner’s Report but would still like to write up notes because I do see some gaps- 

before you submit to Horsley. I presume you have discussed with James in detail. It is gratifying to note that Ferner 

comes up with hysterectomy in 1958 and not as 1955 on Haslar file which bears out my e mail arguments to you. I 

have alleged that those details together with a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s was information given by Lesley to Haslar on 
my mother’s admittance to Haslar. In 1955 1 was 22 in the i-(~-~~-~-iand as mentioned before I would not have had 

the gall to tell my new boss (August 10 1955) after a morning of shorthand - normal. Confidential and highly 

confidential that I was going home for the week and would dictate the non confidential letters to another Secretary 

over the phone and the confidential to another vetted Secretary. 1958 makes me 25 and three years in the job - 

that makes it right because Lesley would have been qualified and 21. Lesley had left home before then and there 

had been all the family trauma over that- and there was more family upset with my mother when Lesley "visited" 

her in the same hospital calling her Mrs. Richards and being very distant. I think you will find in past e mail I have 

said the op took place 1958 perhaps 1959. 

Presumably if a doubt is now expressed over the cause of death by Ferner this could perhaps put a doubt on the 
other 80 not submitted to CPS because obviously Ferner was not given all the documents by the police in my case. ( 
See the last query on my statement -" Did my mother die of toxic poisoning and dehydration") Burt thought ! was 
being a "bit strong" but I insisted on the comment staying in my statement. It seems Ferner now has the same 
query - My mother was certainly able to swallow until she was rendered unconscious by the two diamorphine 
injections given by Beed not written/initialled up on file for that day, but witnessed by Lesley and myself. 
Diamorphine had been written up in anticipation on the Ilth. But not given, More ( of course) to follow. Hope 

James is ruthless in cross examination like Michael Mansfield. We now have three causes of death -pneumonia ( no 
sign) Alzheimers ( second cause given to me verbally by police in 2002) Natural ( given in Ferner’s Report in 2003 and 
now perhaps his realisation perhaps he is wrong and it was renal failure due to dehydration and overdosing of drugs 
in a syringe driver. He certainly makes a valid point in the transfer from oramorph to a huge (doubling) of 
diamorphine in a syringe drive - she could swallow. PPS I am in Guys on Tuesday and it depends how"blooded "I 
am whether I can "work" on Wednesday- certainly in pain today and concentrated on my relatives from Gloucester. 
Gillian 


